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EDITOR’S PAGE

THE POWER OF ONE
n a world becoming increasingly
homogenized, successful hotels typically
stand out from the pack. If your hotel’s
services and amenities don’t resonate with
the guest, nothing else really matters.
And, with so many brands jockeying for
position, today’s guests are in the driver’s
seat, putting pressure on hotel operators to
create a point of differentiation.
Differentiation is being achieved just as
much through decor and design (see story
on p. 26) as through the technology (see
story on p. 35) being employed and, to a
lesser degree, the type of foodservice being offered. Interestingly, there’s
been a great deal of talk in industry circles about whether hotel room service will go the way of the dinosaur. Given there’s not a great deal of
money in room service that would be an easy assumption to make, but
does it really have to be that way? Perhaps the problem with room service
is that the price point and the offerings are out of sync with today’s
sophisticated customer and their changing lifestyle.
The managers heading the room-service realm need to recognize how
the market is shifting; it’s something hotel companies like Fairmont Hotels and Resorts and Four Seasons have done well, making changes such
as adapting to local and healthy-eating trends. Still, more hotels need to
follow suit. Just recently, the U.S.-based Trump Hotel collection introduced its “Wellness” triad of programs designed to support guests’ healthy
lifestyles. “The first program, Nourish, will enhance each hotel’s in-room
dining menu with a range of options, providing guests with vegan, glutenfree and organic selections with complete nutritional values,” reads a
company statement. Trump’s culinary teams are partnering with organic
certifying companies to develop the program with certified organic ingredients sourced locally. What’s more, the brand has introduced a healthy
kids’ menu with breakfast, lunch and dinner for kids as well as a revamped
mini bar with healthier snacks than the standard fare. As part of its new
mandate, at least one-third of choices at each hotel will fit into a healthyfood category.
And, the changes don’t end there. Trump has also introduced Quick
Bites, an express in-room menu with healthy items and guaranteed delivery in 15 minutes or less. And, for those interested in keeping in shape
while away, Trump has introduced “Travel Fit,” which allows guests to
maintain their workout regime while travelling, whether they choose to
exercise in their guestroom or in the fitness centre. Equipment like yoga
mats, stretch bands and light weights will be available upon request, making it easy to stay fit without leaving the room. These days, it’s all about
customization. Game on.
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Checking In
THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS FOR HOTEL EXECUTIVES FROM CANADA

AND AROUND THE WORLD

The Branding Game
Looking to join a brand? During a “Creating
Value” breakout session, held at the recent
Canadian Hotel Investment Conference in
Toronto, Philippe Gadbois, SVP, Operations
at Atlific Hotels, said hoteliers must first
weigh the cost versus payback. “The
commitment to sign to a brand is a long
one, and the exit is expensive,” he added.
There are pros to keeping your property
independent, since it’s becoming easier to

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

manage distribution without having to rely

The annual Canadian Hotel Investment Conference highlights
opportunities for growth in Canada’s hotel investment sector

property-management systems, you can

BY JACKIE SLOAT-SPENCER

on a corporate system. “[With today’s]
manage your distribution off the front desk,
whereas once you needed a central
reservation system that would do distribu-

ore than 450 CEOs, hotel owners, franchisees and suppliers gathered
at the Hilton Toronto hotel in the spring to attend the 2013 Canadian
Hotel Investment Conference, where attendees spent the day attending breakout sessions, panel discussions and plenary sessions.
“The Canadian economy today is waiting on the world to change,” began
Avery Shenfeld, chief economist and managing director of CIBC World Markets, who kicked off the conference by evaluating the impact of the global
economy on the Canadian travel market. “In terms of the number of visits to
Canada, we’ve been in a long drought, from four-million visitors a year, back
in the late ’90s, to essentially half that pace at the height of the recession, and
there’s been very minimal recovery since.” Shenfeld noted that since global
governments are cutting spending and raising taxes, foreign spending in
Canada has seen minimal growth (2.4 per cent). On a positive note, the economist predicted Europe will move from a recession to achieving modest growth
in 2014, which will give global travellers more of an incentive to visit Canada.
Bill Stone, EVP, CBRE Hotels, also took the stage to highlight areas of
opportunities in a cross-Canada outlook. He explained that Edmonton and
Calgary’s RevPAR growth is on the rise, due to a strong resource-based economy. In Calgary, from a supply standpoint, 40 hotels have been proposed.
And, Regina and Saskatoon have been generating the highest occupancy in
the country, at 73 per cent. Meanwhile, hotels in Toronto experienced solid
RevPAR growth of 6.5 per cent in the first quarter of 2013, which Stone
attributed to the city’s recent influx of luxury supply.
The day wrapped with an on-stage discussion between Ken Greene, president and CEO of Delta Hotels and Resorts and Joel Eisemann, chief
development officer, The Americas, InterContinental Hotels Group, who
reviewed technology and foreign opportunities with Amanda Lang, senior
business correspondent for the CBC. “The Asian traveller to Canada is a huge
opportunity,” said Greene. “For the next five to seven years, we’re really going
to have to refine our business [to] capture our fair share.”

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PATTY WATTEYNE

M
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tion for you,” said Warren Markwart,
principal of MK2 Hospitality in Toronto.

FOREIGN OPPORTUNITY
The topic of foreign investment in
Canada’s hotel market was put on the
table during an “Anatomy of Financing”
session at the Canadian Hotel Investment
Conference in Toronto this past spring.
“In 2011/2012, there were 220 hotels that
traded across Canada — only three to
[investors] outside Canada,” said Robin
McLuskie, VP of Toronto’s Colliers International Hotels (pictured). “That said, we see
a tremendous amount of interest from U.S.
and international groups looking to invest
here,” she said. “This year we’ve seen a
bit of Asian capital in the Western market.”
JULY/AUGUST 2013 HOTELIER
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EAST-COAST
INVASION
Visitors and residents to
the Maritimes can now
experience the no-frills
Alt concept, with the
opening of its fourth
location at the Halifax Stanfield International Airport last
month. “In our view, being alternative means knowing what
counts for our guests. Offering complimentary Wi-Fi,
ultra-comfortable bedding and mattresses and cutting-edge
meeting spaces are just some of the ways Alt makes luxury
simple for our guests,” said Mark Schaay, GM of Alt Hotel
Halifax Stanfield. The modern $27-million, 169-room hotel,
which is joined to the airport terminal via pedestrian walkway, offers more than 6,775 sq. ft. of meeting space with
52-inch flatscreen TVs and lounge areas. It also offers the
grab-and-go eating concept called Altcetera, which features
hot and cold dishes and café drinks. What’s more, the
property showcases an Instagram exhibit displaying
guests’ photos on walls and LCD screens.

LET’S
GET
DIGITAL

Warren Markwart’s regular column offers a window
into th e world of tech nology with a collection of facts,
figures and innovations impacting th e h otel industry.
Th is month, h e discusses Wi-Fi in h otels.
Hoteliers are in a Wi-Fi dilemma: they’re concerned
about speed, cost and competition. Guests are demanding faster Wi-Fi, and they don’t want to pay for it.
What’s more, they expect the speed will compare with
their home connection; they travel with multiple mobile
devices; and they use more streaming applications, such
as Youtube and Netflix. Providing Wi-Fi to meet guest
expectations requires the installation of expensive
infrastructure and monthly bandwidth charges from an
Internet service provider. Limited service and independent hotels have generally been providing free Wi-Fi,
while chain-branded full-service hotels generally charge
a daily fee. The problem? If Wi-Fi is offered as a free
service, it’s too expensive to provide the infrastructure
and speed a guest expects; if a hotel charges for it, it isn’t
perceived to be competitive. The good news is hotels are
adopting a multi-tier pricing model; a free or low-cost
tier will give the guest Wi-Fi speed for email and browsing web pages and a paid tier will provide faster and
consistent speed for video, downloading large files and
playing online games. Another solution is to install a
cost-effective device in guestrooms to make each room a
private “hot spot,” with a fast and stable Wi-Fi signal.

FAST FACTS
To help break down the Wi-Fi expectations, check out a handful
of findings from the Haleiwa, Hawaii-based “Global Travel
Industry News 360 Degree Survey,” which represents more
than 1,000 U.S. travellers and 600 U.S. hotel employees.
88 per cent of guests expect Wi-Fi to be free
41 per cent of guests have never paid for Wi-Fi access
93 per cent of accommodations offer some sort of free
Wi-Fi to guests

Warren Markwart is th e principal of MK2
Hospitality, Toronto, wh ich specializes in
integrating h ospitality tech nology with
revenue-management strategies, guest service
and business objectives. He can be reach ed at
warren.markwart@mk2h ospitality.com.
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Aquanomic™ Laundry Program
Premium Results, Proven Savings.

Good for Your Customers,
Your Business, and the World
Ecolab’s Aquanomic laundry program is an innovative laundry system that
delivers exceptional Clean, White and Soft linen results, while reducing
water and energy consumption by up to 40%. It’s a total
system proven to improve your laundry operation while helping to
make the world cleaner, safer, and healthier.
Make a Difference, Starting Today
At Ecolab, we are guided by long-held values that are important in an
evolving world. Working together, we can help save millions of gallons of
water every year. Now is the time to get started... for your business,
for your customers, and for the world.

For comprehensive support from one trusted resource
call 1 800 35 CLEAN or visit www.ecolab.com.
©2013 Ecolab USA Inc. All rights reserved.

WHAT’S THIS?
Use your smart-phone’s QR
code reader App and scan to
go directly to the website.

InBrief
The Trump Hotel
Collection team has
announced plans to build
the Trump International
Hotel & Tower
Vancouver, which is set to
open on Georgia Street in
summer 2016. The $360million project, designed
by Arthur Erickson, will
feature 147 guestrooms
and 218 residences as well
as a champagne lounge,
signature restaurant, spa,
banquet and conference
centre… Oshawa, Ont., is
set to become the home of
a Holiday Inn Express
and Oshawa Convention
Centre. The project broke
ground in June and is set
to be completed by
December 2014. The $21million development will
feature a six-storey hotel
with 125 guestrooms and a
convention centre that
can accommodate up to
400 people…The
InterContinental

Montreal has reopened its
13 meeting rooms after a
$3-million renovation,
featuring new audiovisual
equipment, WMF coffee
machines and permanent
induction hobs for hot
buffets…Marriott opened
a Fairfield Inn & Suites
in Moncton, N.B., last
month. The 82-room
property features an indoor
pool, valet laundry service,
free Wi-Fi and 680 sq. ft.
of meeting space...Knights
Inn Parry Sound in
Ontario has upgraded its
guestrooms to include
Tassimo coffeemakers and
new bedding…The Hilton
Toronto Airport Hotel &
Suites has been sold to
Silver Hotel Group, a
Mississauga, Ont.-based
private hotel investment
company…The Opus
Vancouver hotel has
expanded its complimentary bike service to include
Urbanista cruiser bikes.

MOBILE OPTIMIZATION
These days, it’s never been easier to book a hotel room. Case in point:
Canadas Best Value Inn launched its first free iPhone app, so guests
can locate and reserve rooms on their smartphone. “We want to make
it as simple and convenient as possible to do business with us,” said
John Burkard, VP of Distribution and Technology for Vantage Hospitality Group, the
parent company of Americas Best Value
Inn. “Research shows one in five travellers
in 2014 will book [a hotel] on their smartphone or tablet and most of those will select a hotel within 20 miles of their current
location.” In addition to locating and booking a room, the app also offers a userfriendly touch-to-call function, displays
hotel information, amenities, photo
galleries and virtual tours and saves information so guests can retrieve details about
their favourite hotel. An Android version is
expected in the summer.
hoteliermagazine.com

People

YU JIN

ROBERT McLAUGHLIN

manager at The Listel Hotel
Whistler in Whistler Village,
B.C. He previously worked at
The Coast Inn of the North in
Prince George, B.C... Daniel
Louvet is the new director of
Food and Beverage at the Hotel
Omni Mont-Royal, located in
Montreal. Louvet was previously a manager at the Disneyland
Resort Paris in France.

SupplySide

KEN LAMBERT

Yu Jin is the new VP,
Technology and chief information officer at Delta Hotels and
Resorts. Charles McKee was
named VP, Marketing for the
company; Beth Gearing is the
new VP, Legal; and Marianne
Duguay is the new VP, Asset
Management…Ken Lambert
has joined HLT Advisory Inc.,
a Toronto-based advisory
agency, as a director. Lambert,
previously the VP of Marketing
and Sales for Delta Hotels and
Resorts, will focus on revenue
growth, strategic positioning
and marketing activities…
Robert McLaughlin is the new
president and COO of Sequel
Hospitality Investments Inc.
He previously served as SVP of
Production at CTV and as
general manager of Toronto’s
CP24…Richard (Dick)
Friedman was appointed to
the Board of Directors at Four
Seasons Hotels and Resorts.
He is president and COO of
Carpenter & Company, a
Boston-based real-estate
development firm… Doug
Andrews is the new hotel
hoteliermagazine.com

B4Checkin, a Halifax-based
developer of cloud-based
software, has created a custom
booking engine for Edmonton’s
Fantasyland Hotel…Cetis,
Inc., a Colorado Springs,
Colo.-based guestroom
telephone manufacturer,
launched the Cetis Customer
Design Center at the Hospital-

ity Industry Technology Exposition &
Conference in June, introducing a forum on
emerging next-generation guestroom telephone
design, technology and innovations…Marina
Textiles Inc., a Toronto-based textile importer,
manufacturer, distributor and exporter, was
named to Profit magazine’s list of Canada’s
fastest-growing companies.

OBITUARY
Stephen G. Marriott, son of J.W.
“Bill” Marriott, Jr., died last month
after a long battle with a degenerative mitochondrial disease. He was
54. Marriott was previously EVP,
Culture at Marriott International
and held the role of chair of the
Worldwide Business Councils.

CORRECTION: Please note that there was a misprint in the
June housekeeping story entitled “Clean and Content.” Contrary to what was reported, Realstar Hospitality does not own
and operate Days Inn, Motel 6, Holiday Inn and Holiday Inn Express in Canada. To clarify, in Canada, the company has the
master franchise rights for the Days Inn and Motel 6/Studio 6
brands. In the UK, it’s part of a joint venture that owns and operates several Holiday Inn and Crowne Plaza hotels. We regret
the error.

A BETTER PROPERTY.
AN EVEN BETTER
OPPORTUNITY.
WA K E U P R E F R E S H E D
W I T H
S L E E P
I N N®
Savvy developers see a bright future
in a low-cost design that’s high on
style giving you the performance
edge you need in today’s market.
Incentives available for single and
multi-unit development.
Call 905.206.7316 or go to
ChoiceHotelsFranchise.ca to learn more

©2013 Choice Hotels Canada Inc. All rights reserved.

ChoiceHotelsFranchise.ca
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Hospitality Keynotes:

GEORGE YABU + GLENN PUSHELBERG
Partners, Yabu Pushelberg
Moderated by: Ilana Weitzman
Editor-in-Chief, Air Canada’s enRoute Magazine
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 27, 2:30PM–3:30PM
PHOTO, RIGHT: ILANA WEITZMAN BY MALINA CORPADEAN

CANADA’S NATIONAL DESIGN + ARCHITECTURE
EXPOSITION & CONFERENCE

IIDEX CANADA

IDC & RAIC PRESENT

check-in

IIDEXCANADA.COM #IIDEX13
VISIT THE HOSPITALITY CANADA EXPO
HAPPENING AT THE DIRECT ENERGY CENTRE, TORONTO

SEPT 26–27, 2013
PRODUCED BY

CANADA

LOOKING BACK

Onward
& Upward
In the ’50s and ’60s, the
hospitality industry revved
up as televisions and cars
impacted Canadians’
travel patterns
BY BRIANNE BINELLI

ocial media is changing the
way we live, work and play in
the 21st century, but, more
than 60 years ago, in the ’50s, television and the proliferation of the
car in the U.S. were the big game
changers. Such innovations initiated an influx of family road trips and
a new era of hospitality.
Instead of drafty cabins, modern
motels — built alongside major
highways — offered full bathrooms,
heating and quality furniture. And,
hoteliers worked to improve F&B,
parking and services, such as access
to televisions, which offered a new
level of luxury to the hotel guest.
As the guest’s boundaries grew,
so did the hospitality industry’s
reach. Hilton created the first centralized reservation office and introduced air conditioning in its rooms,
while Atlific Hotels entered the
marketplace in 1959 with the
Holiday Inn Montreal Airport
Châteaubriand, the first Holiday
Inn property in Canada.
It was a busy time. The Hotel
Association of Canada (HAC) was
establishing its name, creating a
coat of arms; building an official
HAC directory (Wrigley’s Hotel
Directory) and touting the motto
that declared: “We work while
others play.”
Moving into the ’60s, the hospitality industry’s working landscape

S
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MOVING FORWARD: Th e ’50s and ’60s were a time of ch ange in th e h ospitality industry. In
1959, Atlific Hotels entered th e marketplace with a Holiday Inn in Montreal; 10 years later, Joh n
Lennon and Yoko Ono were h olding th eir famous “bed in” at Montreal’s Queen Elizabeth Hotel

was shifting as franchises began to
grow in popularity, comprising many
of the almost 200 hotels built in
Canada in the first two years of the
decade. In 1962, Delta Hotels and
Resorts opened its first hotel, and
four years later, in 1966, Best
Western opened its first Canadian
sales office in Montreal (see th e
Best Western supplement insert).
But, while a number of hotel
franchises were infiltrating Canada,
mega projects were also taking
shape, such as the completion of the
Four Seasons Sheraton in Toronto
— the largest hotel in the Commonwealth at the time.
As the decade drew to a close in
1969, John Lennon and Yoko Ono
held their famous “bed in” at Montreal’s Queen Elizabeth Hotel and
Walter Chell, a Westin Calgary

restaurant manager, invented the
Caesar cocktail. Meanwhile, a more
discerning customer continued to
initiate changes, such as 24-hour
room service, which the Westin
claims to have conceived. Credit
cards were growing in popularity
and hotels and travel agents began
to work together.
At the turn of the next decade,
the Trans-Canada Highway initiated another breakthrough as
in-country and U.S. tourists reminded hospitality insiders that Bob
Dylan was right and, in fact, the
times were “a-changin’.” ◆
Ch eck out th e September issue of
Hotelier for th e next instalment of th is
series, wh ich corresponds with th e
Hotel Association of Canada’s
centennial anniversary.
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Make an Entrance.

200th Best Western Hotel Opens in Canada.
Best Western Continues to Grow Around the World. It’s no wonder Best Western is the largest
single lodging brand in Canada, and The World’s Largest Hotel Chain®. With our competitive fees,
legendary brand, and powerful global marketing engine, over 4,000* hotel owners today are fully
invested in the world-wide growth of the Best Western brand. Choose the hotel that’s right for your
market – an upscale BEST WESTERN PREMIER®, an upper mid-scale BEST WESTERN PLUS®, or a
mid-scale BEST WESTERN® hotel. Ready to make an entrance? Talk to us today.

The World’s Largest Hotel Chain®

bestwesterndevelopers.com | 800.847.2429
*Numbers are approximate and may fluctuate. Each Best Western® branded hotel is independently owned and operated.
Best Western and Best Western marks are service marks or registered service marks of Best Western International, Inc. ©2013 Best Western International, Inc. All rights reserved.

SHINING STARS
W
hen the 2008/’09 recession hit,
industry analysts predicted it

would last — at most — a couple

of years and that, by the time 2012 rolled
around, the good times would return. That
was then. But, as we painfully learned, this
past recession has been far from typical and
its duration longer than anyone could have
ever anticipated. In fact, there are hoteliers
and analysts alike who would argue the fallout of that lingering recession is still being
felt today. Some would even hazard to say,
we’re not out of the woods yet. Still, though
recovery hasn’t been as buoyant and prolific
as we would have liked it to be, most hoteliers surveyed in this year’s Top 50 report say
2012 was a solid, if not a stellar, year. With
total sales on this year’s report registering
$16.9 billion, up from last year’s $16.8, the
industry is moving in the right direction,
albeit slower than most hoteliers and pundits
would have liked. Despite the economic
constraints, many of this year’s Top 50 still
managed to expand their portfolios through
conversions and new builds, launch new
concepts and strengthen their operating
fundamentals. And, barring any unforeseen
geopolitical unrest, results for the next year
look even more promising. — Rosanna Caira

hoteliermagazine.com
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Rank

Company

’13

’12

1

1

Four Seasons Hotels
and Resorts
Toronto, Ont.

2

2

Fairmont Raffles
Hotels International
Toronto, Ont.

3

4

Starwood Hotels
& Resorts Worldwide Inc.
Toronto, Ont.

4

6

5

Units

Revenue 2012

Revenue 2011 Business Operations

2012

(millions)

(millions)

90

*$4,100.0

*$4,008.8

A private corporation that is the world’s leading operator of luxury
hotels, with a portfolio of 90 hotels and resort properties worldwide,
including three in Canada. In 2012, the company opened five new
properties in Santa Fe, N.M.; Guangzhou and Shanghai Pudong,
China; Baku, Azerbaijan; and Serengeti, Tanzania. In 2013, Four
Seasons plans to open additional properties in Shenzhen, China,
and St. Petersburg, Russia.

104

*$3,670.0

*$3,500.0

A private company that is the owner/operator of 104 luxury hotels
and resorts worldwide under the Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, Raffles
Hotels & Resorts and Swissôtel Hotels & Resorts brands.

60

$897.0

$877.0

A publicly traded company that owns, operates, manages and
franchises 60 hotels in Canada under the Sheraton, Westin, Four
Points by Sheraton, Le Méridien, St. Regis, The Luxury Collection,
W Hotels, Aloft and Element brands. In 2012/’13, Starwood plans
to open two new hotels in Canada and 78 international units.

Wyndham Hotel Group
Parsippany, N.J.

494

$734.0

$694.0

A public company with 494 hotels in Canada and 7,342 hotels
worldwide, including Days Inn, Howard Johnson, Knights Inn,
Ramada, Super 8, Travelodge, Microtel Inn & Suites by Wyndham,
Baymont Inn & Suites, Wingate by Wyndham and Wyndham Hotels
and Resorts.

5

IHG (InterContinental
Hotels Group)
Atlanta, Ga.

164

*$715.0

*$698.0

A publicly traded company with 164 hotels in Canada, including
Candlewood Suites, Crowne Plaza Hotels and Resorts, Hotel Indigo,
Holiday Inn, Holiday Inn Express, Holiday Inn Resort, InterContinental Hotels & Resorts (IHG) and Staybridge Suites. In the past year,
IHG introduced free Internet for loyalty members and is expanding its
IHG Army Hotels portfolio across the U.S.

6

7

Marriott Hotels of Canada
Mississauga, Ont.

74

$640.5

$598.6

A public company that operates 74 hotels across the country. In
2012, the company opened eight hotels in Canada. Marriott plans to
open nine units in Canada in 2013 and 200 outside of the country.

7

3

InnVest REIT
Mississauga, Ont.

136

$609.5

$900.0

A publicly traded company with 136 properties in Canada. InnVest
REIT owns 50 per cent of Choice Hotels Canada.

8

8

Best Western
International
Phoenix, Ariz.

191

*$538.7

$558.5

A private company that franchises 191 Best Western properties
across Canada.

9

10

Hilton Canada Co.
Mississauga, Ont.

86

*$532.0

$520.0

A privately held company that is the franchisor of 86 hotels across
Canada and 3,884 worldwide. The company has 12 hotels under
construction in Canada.

10

9

Delta Hotels
Toronto, Ont.

41

$500.0

$536.0

Delta Hotels is a privately owned company, which owns, franchises,
manages and develops 41 properties across Canada. Earlier this
year, the company divested itself of the Delta Chelsea Inn and the
Kitchener-Waterloo property.

11

11

Choice Hotels
Canada Inc.
Mississauga, Ont.

303

$487.0

$458.3

A private company operating 303 properties across Canada, including Comfort, Comfort Suites, Quality, Sleep Inns, Clarion, Econo
Lodge, Rodeway Inn and Ascend Collection. In 2012, the company
opened 14 new hotels. It plans to add nine new properties in 2013.

12

13

Atlific Hotels
Montreal, Que.

56

$394.0

$292.0

A privately owned hotel-management company franchising various
hotel brands with 56 units in Canada. The company plans to open
seven hotels in 2013.

*Denotes Estimate
hoteliermagazine.com
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’13

’12

13

12

Oxford Properties
Toronto, Ont.

7

$360.0

$333.0

Oxford Properties is the owner and real-estate manager of seven
properties in Canada.

14

14

Coast Hotels
& Resorts
Vancouver, B.C.

42

$213.4

$214.6

A private company that owns, manages and franchises 42 properties, including 29 locations in Canada and 13 worldwide. In 2012,
the company opened a new property in Phoenix, Ariz. The company
plans to add three new hotels in Canada and two international units
in 2013.

15

16

Superior Lodging Corp.
Calgary, Alta.

145

$210.0

$178.0

A privately held company, which holds the master development
rights for Super 8 Canada, Wingate by Wyndham Canada and
Microtel Inn & Suites by Wyndham Canada. Superior Lodging Corp.
owns, develops and franchises 145 properties in Canada. In 2012,
the company opened two Microtel Inn & Suites and three Super 8s. It
also added a new management division. Expansion plans for 2013
include the construction of more than 10 Microtel Inn & Suites, five
Super 8s and one Wingate property.

16

18

Sandman Hotel Group
Vancouver, B.C.

205

$178.0

$164.0

A privately held company owned by Northland Properties Corporation with 203 hotels in Canada and two international locations. In
the past year, the company opened a new Signature property in
Langley, B.C. In 2013, the company plans to open 12 properties in
Canada and one property outside of Canada.

17

17

Fortis Properties
Corporation
St. John's, N.L.

23

$174.7

$164.2

A private, Canadian-owned company that owns and operates 23
hotels in Canada under various brands. Eighteen of the 23 units are
franchised properties with their respective brands, and the rest
operate as independent brands. In 2012, Fortis purchased the
StationPark All Suite Hotel in London, Ont. and rebranded its hotel
in Sydney, N.S., as a Holiday Inn, making it the company’s 11th
property under the Holiday Inn brand.

18

21

Days Inns - Canada
Toronto, Ont.

93

$156.0

$153.1

A private company that is a division of Realstar Hospitality. Days
Inns-Canada is the master franchisor of the Days Inn brand in
Canada with 93 hotels. Last year, Days Inns-Canada opened units
in Yellowknife; Chetwynd, B.C.; Golden, B.C.; Kamloops, B.C.;
Calgary; Lloydminster, Alta.; and Miramichi, N.B. In 2013, the company plans to open properties in Whitecourt, Alta.; Stephenville, N.L.;
Stouffville, Ont.; and North Bay, Ont. The property’s 100th hotel is set
to break ground in Calgary in 2013.

19

20

Carlson Rezidor
Hotel Group
Minnetonka, Minn.

28

*$144.0

$159.5

A privately owned company that owns, franchises and manages 28
properties in Canada and 1,050 worldwide, including Radisson Blu,
Radission, Park Plaza, Park Inn by Radisson, Country Inns & Suites
by Carlson and Hotel Mission.

*Denotes Estimate

COMPACTORS
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Cleaner
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20

23

Executive Hotels
and Resorts
Vancouver, B.C.

16

$105.0

$105.0

A privately held company with 16 units in Canada.

21

15

SilverBirch Hotels
& Resorts
Vancouver, B.C.

19

$99.0

$200.0

A Canadian-owned company that owns, franchises and manages
19 properties in Canada. In 2012, SilverBirch renovated and
relaunched the Residence Inn by Marriott in downtown Vancouver
as well as the TownePlace Suites by Marriott Mississauga Airport
Corporate Centre in Ontario. In 2013, the company plans to add one
new property and renovate another.

22

27

Easton's Group
of Hotels Inc.
Markham, Ont.

16

$96.0

$78.3

A privately owned company that owns and operates 16 hotels in
Canada. The company plans to open a new TownePlace Suites by
Marriott in Thunder Bay, Ont., in 2013.

23

30

Skyline Hotels
and Resorts
Toronto, Ont.

6

$89.7

$57.7

In February 2012, the company purchased the Hyatt Cleveland
Arcade. The company continues to seek strategic hospitality
acquisitions.

24

22

Accor Canada Inc.
Mississauga, Ont.

8

$88.4

$114.6

A private corporation that is a subsidiary of Accor S.A. The company
owns, franchises and manages eight properties in Canada.

25

25

Lakeview
Management Inc.
Winnipeg, Man.

34

$79.1

$88.2

A privately owned company that manages 33 properties in Canada
and one international location. LMI owns the Lakeview Inns and
Suites brand and Lakeview Resorts. In the past year, LMI acquired
and opened the Lakeview Resort and Conference Centre in Hecla,
Man. The company plans to open two new units, including the
Grand Winnipeg Airport Hotel.

COMING IN
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+
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To advertise, call
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26

28

Crescent Hotels
& Resorts
Toronto, Ont.

14

$77.0

$73.0

A privately owned company that manages 14 units in Canada under
various brands affiliated with Marriott, IHG, Hyatt, Hilton, Starwood
and Wyndham Worldwide. In 2012, Crescent expanded into
Western Canada, increased the number of managed rooms by 24
per cent and added three new Canadian management contracts. In
2013, the company plans to add 17 properties in Canada.

27

29

O'Neill Hotels & Resorts
Vancouver, B.C.

39

$75.6

$69.6

A privately held company that manages four properties across
Canada and 35 outside of Canada under the Westin and Coast
brands. The company added 32 new properties to its management
portfolio in 2012 and signed a management agreement with the
American Hotel Income Properties (AHIP) REIT. Growth is expected
to continue though the AHIP development.

28

34

Genesis Hospitality Inc.
Brandon, Man.

10

$73.5

$54.0

A private company that owns 10 hotels in Canada.

29

24

Royal Host Inc.
Halifax, N.S.

23

$68.8

$89.6

A publicly traded company that owns a portfolio of 23 hotels in
Canada. In 2012, the company sold two select-service properties
and converted its full-service hotel in Thunder Bay, Ont., to the
Airlane Hotel and Conference Centre.

30

33

Groupe Germain Inc.
Quebec City, Que.

8

$66.7

$54.9

A privately owned Canadian company that owns, manages and
develops eight properties in Canada. In 2012, the company opened
the Hotel Alt Pearson in Mississauga, Ont. Earlier this year, the
company opened the Hotel Alt Halifax. The Hotel Alt District Griffin,
Montreal is scheduled to open in February 2014.

A Visionary Partner

Vancouver U Calgary U Edmonton U Toronto
Ottawa U Montreal U New York U London, UK
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’13

’12

31

35

Airline Hotels
Saskatoon, Sask.

32

32

33

Units

Revenue 2012

Revenue 2011 Business Operations

2012

(millions)

(millions)

7

$59.9

$52.9

A privately owned company that owns seven properties in Canada.
In early 2013, the company purchased the Travelodge Edmonton
West.

Full House Franchise
Systems Limited
Oakville, Ont.

89

$59.0

$56.3

A privately owned company that operates 89 hotels in Canada under
the Howard Johnson Canada and Knights Inn brands. In the past
year, the company added seven Knights Inn properties and two
Howard Johnson properties, and plans to open 10 to 12 new properties next year.

26

Holloway Lodging
Corporation
Halifax, N.S.

17

$58.4

$78.3

In 2012, Holloway Lodging REIT became Holloway Lodging Corp.
Holloway is a publicly traded company that owns 16 hotels in
Canada and one property in the U.S.

34

31

Gouverneur Inc.
Montreal, Que.

11

*$57.0

$57.0

A privately owned corporation that owns, manages and is the franchisor of 11 hotels, including Gouverneur and Auberge Gouverneur.

35

36

Concord Hospitality
Enterprises Company
Raleigh, N.C.

12

$54.7

$52.4

A privately owned company that is an owner, management company
and developer. Last year, the company added seven new hotels
through a combination of new hotel openings, acquisitions and
third-party management.

36

40

Rosdev Hospitality
Montreal, Que.

8

$50.9

$48.3

A private company that is a division of Rosdev Group, with eight
properties worldwide, including four properties in Canada. In the
past year, the company invested more than $25 million in hospitality holding. It plans to open at least four new hotels in 2013.

37

38

Northampton Group Inc.
Mississauga, Ont.

15

$50.0

$49.8

A publicly owned hotel-management company that operates 14
hotels in Canada and one international location.

38

39

Stagewest Hospitality
Calgary, Alta.

4

$49.0

$48.5

A privately owned company that owns four properties in Canada.
It became part of the Ramada family in 2012.

39

41

Sawridge Inns
& Conference Centres
Edmonton, Alta.

4

$47.3

$46.0

A privately held company that owns four properties in Canada. In
2012, the company sold its property in Slave Lake, Alta. It began
construction of an extended-stay property in Fort McMurray, Alta.,
which is expected to open in fall 2014.

40

37

Pomeroy Lodging LP
Grande Prairie, Alta.

16

$45.5

$50.0

Pomeroy Lodging is an owner, franchisor and management company that is the master franchisor of Pomeroy Inn & Suites. In 2012,
the company completed a renovation of the Pomeroy Hotel in
Grande Prairie, Alta. It plans to open its seventh Pomeroy Inn &
Suites in Olds, Alta.

41

43

New Castle Hotels
& Resorts
Shelton, Conn.

7

$41.7

$39.1

A privately owned company that owns, develops and manages
seven properties in Canada and 16 worldwide under the Marriott,
Hilton, Westin and Sheraton brands as well as independent properties. The company will break ground on a Residence Inn in St.
John’s, N.L., this summer.

42

45

KSD Enterprises Ltd.
Toronto, Ont.

-

*$37.0

$34.3

A privately owned hotel company incorporated in Canada and
owned by publicly listed companies in Malaysia and Hong Kong.

43

46

Loews Hotels
New York

2

*$34.6

$33.6

A subsidiary of Loews Corporation that owns and manages two units
in Canada and 17 international locations.

44

50

Realstar Hospitality Corp.
Toronto, Ont.

22

$31.1

$27.3

A privately owned company that is the master franchisor of Motel 6
and Studio 6 properties in Canada. In total, there are 22 properties
in Canada with confirmed plans to open two new Motel 6 locations
and one Studio 6 location in 2013.

45

48

One King West Hotel
& Residence
Toronto, Ont.

1

$23.1

$22.8

One King West Hotel and Residences is a mixed-use hotel development project featuring 575 extended-stay suites.

*Denotes Estimate
hoteliermagazine.com
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46

49

47

-

47

48

Units

Revenue 2012

Revenue 2011 Business Operations

2012

(millions)

(millions)

Brookstreet Hotel
Corporation
Ottawa, Ont.

3

$21.3

$20.5

Brookstreet Hotel is a subsidiary of the Wesley Clover International
Corporation with one unit in Canada and two international locations.
The company plans to expand by adding one hotel in Canada and
two international locations within the next year.

Monte Carlo Inns
Mississauga, Ont.

8

$20.0

$17.3

A privately owned company that owns, manages and develops eight
properties in Canada. The company plans to open one new property
in 2013.

47

Palm Holdings
Toronto, Ont.

7

$20.0

$32.0

A privately owned company that owns and manages two units in
Canada and five international units. In 2012, the company sold
Four Points by Sheraton, Toronto Lakeshore and purchased InnPlace
Hotel, which will be operated as Paradise Coast Hotel & Suites in
Naples, Fla. Palm Holdings is also converting Destination Inn
Waterloo to Four Points by Sheraton. In the coming year, the
company plans to add one property in Canada and three
international locations.

-

Bellstar Hotels
& Resorts
Calgary, Alta.

11

$16.0

$16.2

A subsidiary of Bellstar Group Inc., Bellstar Hotels & Resorts is
a privately owned company, which manages and develops 11
properties in Canada. In 2012, the company began to operate and
manage the Beach Club Resort in Parksville, B.C. One new property
is planned in 2013.

Rank

Company

Units

Revenue 2012

Revenue 2011 Business Operations

2012

(millions)

(millions)

’13

’12

48

-

D.P. Murphy Hotels
and Resorts
Charlottetown, P.E.I.

8

$16.0

$14.2

As of 2013, D.P. Murphy Hotels & Resorts operates seven properties, including Holiday Inn Express Hotel & Suites, Super 8 and
Hampton Inn & Suites by Hilton. The company plans to expand in
Fredericton and Halifax.

49

-

Hockley Valley Resort
Orangeville, Ont.

1

$12.6

$13.2

Hockley Valley Resort is a privately owned resort. Management
recently added six acres of vineyards, with the goal to start
producing vintage wines in 2014. In the past year, the company
renovated guestrooms, the restaurant kitchen, the ballroom and it
incorporated green initiatives.

50

-

Sequel Hotels & Resorts
Huntsville, Ont.

-

$6.0

$6.0

Sequel Hotels & Resorts is a management company that works
with developers. The company plans to aggressively seek additional
management contracts and acquisition opportunities.

LISTINGS COMPILED BY AMANDA BERTUCCI
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PROFILE

NURTURING
SUCCESS
Marriott Hotels of Canada steadily advances
towards its goal of 100 properties in Canada
BY LAURA PRATT

I

f you look after your associates,
they’ll look after your customers,” says Scott Allison, VP,
Canadian Operations, Marriott
Hotels of Canada. Eighty-six
years later, this core value — espoused by Marriott Hotels founder, J.
Willard Marriott in 1927 — spells
continued success for the organization, which generated $640.5 million
in sales in 2012, an increase of 6.5
per cent over the previous year.
It’s the emphasis on valuing staff
that’s produced a year of solid performance at its 74 hotels in Canada,
which include brands such as Marriott, Residence Inn and TownePlace
Suites. To wit, the company was
once again named to the Aon Hewitt Top 50 Employers list in 2012,
ranking higher than the previous
year. And, it was recognized by Fortune magazine as one of the 36 most
admired companies in the world.
Last year, it opened eight new hotels in Canada, including the Courtyard by Marriott London, Ont., and
Courtyard by Marriott St. Jacobs,
Ont., as well as new adjoining hotels
at the Calgary Airport — the Courtyard by Marriott and the Residence

Inn by Marriott.
The company also partnered with
Vancouver-based SilverBirch Hotels
& Resorts to open the newly renovated Residence Inn by Marriott in
downtown Vancouver, the TownePlace Suites by Marriott in Mississauga, Ont., and the Fairfield Inn &
Suites by Marriott in St. John’s, N.L.
Most notably, the company announced its first Autograph Collection hotel — the only Canadian
outpost — at the Algonquin Hotel
in St. Andrews, N.B.
Last year, Marriott also increased
its overall performance via its Courtyard Refreshing Business program.
Here, hotel lobbies have been
revamped to become more engaging
and inviting, featuring well lit,
creatively designed and functionally
organized spaces. Guests can order
drinks and food and connect on their

electronic devices.
With 25 properties in the pipeline,
the company is building momentum
towards having 100 hotels open in
Canada by 2015. The bulk of the 25
will be select-service or extendedstay brands, including Courtyard by
Marriott, Fairfield and Springhill
Suites. Such secondary- and tertiarymarket emphasis, Allison explains,
reflects Marriott’s high rate of development in the major urban markets.
This growth is a key measure of
the company’s performance in 2012.
“Its owners — both existing and new
— [are] telling us, ‘We believe in
your portfolio of brands, and we want
to grow with you,’” says Allison.
Such a development, he believes, is
the result of working consistently
with existing and new partners, even
through the downturn of 2008 to
2009, which made it difficult to
close deals. “It was a [factor of]
great perseverance with our developers,” he says. “It was an investment
over time.” ◆

FAST FACT
Marriott is the world’s
third-largest company
conducting business on
mobile apps, behind
Amazon and Apple
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GROWTH SPURT
Atlific Hotels boosts its management contracts,
making 2012 a good year BY REBECCA HARRIS

P

hilippe Gadbois
summarizes 2012 with
three simple words:
“pretty damned good.”
According to the SVP of
Operations at Atlific Hotels,
the name of the game for a hotelmanagement company is growth,
with existing hotels and acquiring
new hotels. “We did well on both,”
he says from his Toronto office.
Thirteen hotels were added to
Montreal, Que.-based Atlific’s portfolio in 2012, and, with additional
activity in 2013, the company now
manages 58 properties (open and
under development), with a total of
more than 8,800 guestrooms. In
2012, revenues reached $394 million,
up from $292 million in 2011 and
same-store RevPAR for hotels

Wingate by Wyndh am, Regina

increased 6.5 per cent on average.
In 2012, Atlific assumed a number
of new management contracts with
existing properties, including the
Acclaim Hotel at Calgary Airport;
Radisson Hotel & Suites in Fort
McMurray, Alta.; Clearwater Residence Hotel – Timberlea in Fort
McMurray; and the Hilton Garden
Inn in West Edmonton.
But that wasn’t all, as Atlific
entered the Saskatoon market with a
management contract for the 250room Saskatoon Inn and Conference
Centre. And, it brought three
Maritimes properties on board: The
Prince George Hotel in Halifax,
Cambridge Suites Hotel Halifax and
Cambridge Suites Hotel Sydney in
Nova Scotia.
New-build properties were also
added to the company portfolio,
including Canada’s first Element by
Westin in Vaughan, Ont., a new
extended-stay, eco-friendly brand
from Starwood. The 152-room property opened in June. What’s more,
Atlific will manage a new Residence
Inn and Courtyard by Marriott now
under construction in Seton, Calgary; a Homewood Suites by Hilton
Th e Prince George Hotel, Halifax

Element, Vaugh an, Ont.

FAST FACT
Starwood’s new Element by Westin
— a brand included in Atlific Hotels’
management profile — was the first
major hotel brand to mandate that
its properties pursue LEED certification.

hoteliermagazine.com

opening this fall in Winnipeg’s Polo
Park area; and a Courtyard by
Marriott at Alberta’s Fort McMurray
airport opening in 2014.
While Atlific saw a flurry of new
management deals last year, Gadbois
says the turnaround for the hotel industry has been slow. “We, as a group
of hotels, are perhaps doing a little
bit better than the average, but by a
point or two, not by 10 points.”
Gadbois attributes Atlific’s numbers to its owner, Ocean Properties
Ltd., which is very active in acquiring and developing hotels. “Our
owners have confidence that we will
deliver the financial results they
anticipate,” he says. And, as business
improves, Atlific will accelerate
capital programs such as renovations,
which should help generate additional cash flow.
The focus for 2013 will mirror
2012 as the team continues to bring
new hotels on board. “Our management challenge is to digest growth,
because it takes a little while for any
property coming within our family to
understand our systems and methods,” says Gadbois. “So beyond
taking over the responsibility for
managing hotels, our biggest single
focus is finding the right people to do
the right jobs and training them.”
Gadbois anticipates Atlific Hotels
will push past 58 properties to
manage more than 65 by next year.
“Growth is good, but we need to
make sure we have the appropriate
resources to manage that,” he says. ◆

PROFILE

REVVING UP
The Superior Lodging Corp. team celebrates its
first new Microtel Inn & Suites prototype hotel
BY REBECCA HARRIS

F

or Superior Lodging
Corp., much of 2012 was
spent laying the groundwork for new development. “I call it a transitional
year and a big planning
year,” says Eric Watson, VP of the
Calgary-based Superior Lodging
Corp. “A lot of what happened in
2012 is now starting to play out in
development and construction.”
Much of last year’s planning was
focused on Microtel Inn & Suites by
Wyndham, a modern, new-construction only, prototypical brand in the
economy segment. It was added to
Superior Lodging’s master franchise
portfolio in 2011 through a joint
venture with developer/builder Jayman Masterbuilt called MasterBuilt
Hotels. “[Microtel is] really the focus
of our efforts now, and we’re bullish
on that,” says Marc Staniloff, president and CEO of Superior Lodging
Corp., also the master developer in
Canada of Super 8 and Wingate
by Wyndham.
The first new Microtel Inn &
Suites prototype opened in Estevan,
Sask., in September 2012 and
features 79 rooms; a 92-room property also opened in Timmins, Ont.,
in January. Construction has

commenced on properties in
resource-rich communities in
Saskatchewan and Alberta. Meanwhile, another five properties in
Western Canada and one in Kirkland
Lake, Ont., are expected to break
ground this year.
The company is slated to build 75
Microtels across the country by 2036.
The focus is on secondary and
tertiary markets that have been
underserviced and/or are experiencing strong economic growth and
demand for higher-quality lodging.
“[Microtel] is the Four Seasons of the
10,000- to 50,000-person marketplaces,” says Watson. “It provides
[guests] with new and contemporary
accommodations that other brands
haven’t been able to deliver.”
Last year was also a heavy planning
year for a side-by-side Courtyard by
Marriott and Residence Inn by
Marriott, another joint project with
MasterBuilt. The hotels will be situated beside the new South Health
campus in Seton, Calgary. The two

Marriott properties, with 224 rooms
in total, are expected to open in
spring 2015.
While new development was the
focus in 2012, Superior Lodging’s existing assets performed solidly overall, with revenues reaching $210 million, up from $178 million in 2011.
For 136 Super 8 locations, occupancy
was 59.4 per cent, ADR was $103.12
and RevPAR was $61.26 in 2012.
Superior Lodging added Super 8
conversion properties in Alberta,
B.C., Manitoba and Ontario. “We
are continuing to look to opportunities on how to add to the Super 8
brand,” says Staniloff. “We have
about 140 open in Canada and feel
that our total build out is probably
around the 200 mark.”
Last year also marked the opening
of a new hotel-management division.
Superior Lodging has taken over the
management of Super 8 locations in
Alberta and B.C., as well as at the
Microtel in Estevan, Sask. The plan
is to add up to seven properties into
its hotel-management group in the
next year and up to 50 properties
over the next five years.
Looking ahead, Watson is cautiously optimistic about the economy
and the hotel industry. “We’re very
encouraged by our existing operating
assets,” he says. “Interest rates continue to be very competitive; now is
a good time to be jumping in.” ◆

FAST FACT
In 2011, Microtel was
ranked highest in guest
satisfaction among
economy/budget hotel
chains by J.D. Power
and Associates for the
10th consecutive year.
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Healthy and
holistic experiences
are at the heart of
today’s pool and spa
offerings
BY LISA VAN DE VEN

REGENERATION
NATION
hoteliermagazine.com
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H

ollywood glamour — that’s how coowner Inna Levitan describes the design
of the Quartz Crystal Spa on the 31st
and 32nd floors of the Trump International Hotel & Tower Toronto. The
space exudes luxury, featuring a palette
of blacks, charcoals and shades of white,
accentuated with splashes of amethyst. It’s a sanctuary
where guests get their nails done or enjoy a relaxing
massage, infrared skin tightening, acne treatment, teeth
whitening or a spray tan. At the centre of the experience
is the indoor infinity pool overlooking Toronto.
Today’s guests are seeking that perfect spa-and-wellness
experience, so creating spas and pools that stand out in
design and service is increasingly important to hoteliers.
Just ask the team at Hilton Hotels & Resorts. In 2012,
the company conducted a global survey and found nearly
half of the respondents listed the existence of a spa as an
important factor when choosing a hotel. “Hotels worldwide are increasingly finding spas can drive guest bookings,” reads the company’s report, “Emerging Global Spa
Trends.” It turns out the spa guest has changed, says
Caitlin McKenna, director of Spa Performance Support
for Hilton Worldwide. “With greater access to spa services, and use of the Internet for spa research, clients are
more educated and engaged,” she says. “They’re more
interested in results than just the experience.”

THE EXPERIENCE

At the Quartz Crystal Spa, a 360-degree experience
means clients feel pampered and rejuvenated and get results. “They just expect so much more, so it’s very important to provide that,” says Levitan.
The Quartz offers something for everyone, with a gender-neutral design. And, with a clientele that’s 30-percent male, there’s a selection of services and products
geared to that client base. For example, there are skin
therapies that employ cellular-based products, massages,
manicures and pedicures, all designed for men; prices
range from $60 for a manicure to $249 for an executive
massage and wrap. For busy executives, the Quartz also
offers a “lunch-hour retreat,” with a 30-minute massage
and lunch packed to-go with gourmet healthy foods.
And, spa guests crave consistency. “When I go to outside spas in hotels, I often feel like the service is inconsistent,” Levitan says. “I go for a massage or even a facial
one month, and, then, two months later, I’ll come back
for that same facial, and it’s a completely different facial,
because it’s performed by someone else.” To keep the
Quartz Crystal’s operations on point, Levitan developed
protocols to ensure each service remains the same, no
matter which employee the client sees; it takes extensive
staff training and carefully collected files on individual
client preferences.
THE HEALTH FACTOR

AQUATIC, FITNESS
& SPA GROUP INC.
From design/consultation
through to construction
and aftermarket service
and supplies, PPL has been
providing Ontario and
Caribbean hotel owners,
architects and operators
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and fitness needs since 1970.
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Four Seasons Toronto
Hazelton Hotel Toronto
Hilton Toronto
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Shangri La Toronto
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Thompson Hotel Toronto
The Atrium Turks & Caicos
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While most guests are expecting to be pampered as part
of their spa experience, others are looking for a healthand-wellness element. In fact, New York-based SpaFinder
Wellness’ 2013 trend report listed healthy hotels as one
of its top 10 spa trends (see “Heating Up” on p. 25).
That fact is proven at the Fort Garry Hotel in
Winnipeg, where guests book classes at the hotel’s yoga
studio and treatments at its Ten Spa. Spa management
also creates a destination experience by offering hamam
bathing rituals. For example, there are self-administered
salt rubs and soft steams on heated marble slabs, with
head, scalp and foot massage and body cocoons to complement traditional treatments. “We get a lot of people
doing destination stuff … almost like a retreat,” says
Ryan Daniel Kuklik, spa supervisor. “We’re building
customizable ways for people to do that, adding more
yoga or treatments, whatever’s the best fit.”
In fact, while consistency may be important, customization is becoming a must-have. In fact, it was one
factor Hilton considered when designing its new Eforea:
Spa brand, which opened in Canada in April at Hilton
Toronto/Markham Suites Conference Centre & Spa in
Markham, Ont. “Clients enjoy treatments that cater to
them, who they are and what they need,” says Hilton’s
McKenna. “The one-size-fits-all option is no longer possible.” Many of the differences in what clients are looking
for are generational, she adds, while there are also regional differences and variations between what business and
leisure travellers seek as well.
hoteliermagazine.com

HEATING UP
Wellness-branded hotels are the
hottest spa trend, according to
SpaFinder Wellness’ “Top 10 Global
Spa & Wellness Trends Forecast,”
which surveyed 20,000 spa,
wellness providers, travel agents
and consumers worldwide. “When
we survey people and ask them
why they go to spas, the answer
has been about the same for 20
years — they go to relax and destress,” says Susie Ellis, president of
SpaFinder Wellness, a New Yorkbased spa-and-wellness media and
marketing company. “We see
people are more stressed today,
perhaps because of the recession
and, certainly, because people are
on their technology 24-7.”
Travelling has to be taken into
consideration in plotting out a
wellness routine, adds Ellis. Hotels
are catching on to the wellness
craze, including Even, by InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG), based in
Salt Lake City, Utah, which offers a
personal fitness instruction,
guestroom exercise space and
healthy eating options. Torontobased Fairmont Hotels also offers
a Fairmont Fit program, which
provides workout apparel, footwear
and a yoga mat. The SpaFinder
“Trend Forecast” also shows
guests’ affinity for more advanced
services for men and special
programming for individuals with
disabilities. “Earthing,” a process
that promotes direct contact with
the Earth, has also worked its way
into many spa repertoires, either as
outdoor-based programs or more
nature-inspired designs. Meanwhile, spa-genomics (personal
genomic testing) is an emerging
trend that’s popping up in some
destination and medical spas. But,
although there are lots of trends,
spa mangers shouldn’t embrace
every one, points out Ellis, adding
“each spa has its own DNA.”
hoteliermagazine.com

At Eforea: Spa, Hilton is creating consistency while embracing differences from
property to property. The Markham location, for example, offers microdermabrasion, prenatal/motherhood massages and hot-stone massages, among other services
that represent popular choices for local clientele. “Today, as people are travelling
more frequently throughout the world, there is greater demand for branded products on a global scale but still a desire for localized treatment offerings and elements,” McKenna says. “This maintains a sense of global consistency without losing local relevance.”
THE PERFECT PLUNGE

Whether it’s part of the spa environment, or a separate amenity by itself, pools can
also be a pivotal aspect of a hotel’s health-and-wellness program. And, according to
the team at The Westin Grand in Vancouver, creating the right pool environment
is key. Case in point, since the Westin switched to a saltwater extraction system in
its outdoor lap pool in 2011, guests have raved that the new system is less damaging
to colour-processed hair and bright bathing suits, says Sarah Woodgate, the hotel’s
director of Sales and Marketing. It’s also 99.9 per cent bacteria-free, which is less
harsh on guests’ eyes and skin and — with fewer chemicals — it’s more environmentally friendly.
Infinity-edged pools are also gaining popularity. “It’s tranquil and extraordinary,”
Levitan says of Trump’s infinity pool. Here guests can swim in the clouds at the top
of the city.
Don’t underestimate a pool’s draw. “Our business is primarily corporate guests,”
notes the Westin Grand’s Woodgate of his company’s outdoor pool. “They’re using
the pool daily. It’s heated all year round.”
And, hoteliers who can watch guests swim outside during a Canadian December
are surely doing something right. ◆
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DECOR & DESIGN

CHIC
TRICK

BY IRIS BENAROIA

From sexy cured meat
to Belgian shutters
and a profusion of
perforated wood,
hotel restaurants
rival standalone
eateries through
imaginative decor

CHIC AND UNIQUE:
(left)Toronto’s Bosk employs wood
to complement its ch ic decor;
(opposite page, left) Montreal’s
Hambar Restaurant Bar grabs
attention with its h anging meat
design; and (above & opposite page,
bottom righ t) Calgary’s Yellow Door
Bistro uses designer Moooi lamp
sh ades and distressed 19th -century
sh utters to pique visual interest

H

otel restaurants once
had a bad rap. Known as
places guests frequented
more out of desperation
than desire, they were
chock-full of uninspiring decor and a
menu to match.
But, today, such eateries are happening destinations. In fact, three new
hotel restaurants in Calgary, Toronto
and Montreal find consumers sipping
clever cocktails and eating meals in
bold backdrops made for lingering.

YELLOW DOOR BISTRO,
HOTEL ARTS, CALGARY

At Yellow Door Bistro, inside the
Hotel Arts, in Calgary’s Beltline, distressed 19th-century shutters, pulled
from old European barns, provide textural interest above a striped Paul
Smith banquette. Located at the lobby
level beside the hotel’s Raw Bar, the
new build has been garnering buzz for
its modern fare and decor.
“The space is whimsical and different,” says Simon Chamberlin, food
and beverage director, of the sassy
hoteliermagazine.com

space designed by Calgary-based Andrea and Carl Raimondi of Ingenium
Design Group. “It’s still a hotel outlet
to appease corporate clients, but it attracts a diverse mix, especially with
executive chef [Duncan] Ly’s exciting
take on modern bistro cuisine.”
When it came to designing the
well-lit restaurant — which has a
punchy yellow door at its entrance —
Fraser Abbott, director of Business
Development at Hotel Arts, says highlighting the food was a priority. “We
are a boutique-style hotel with an
amazing contemporary art collection,”
he says, noting it was critical to carry
that aesthetic to the dining room. “In
discussions with [the designers], we
talked about creating a space that
would be bright to befit the brand
that’s also reflective of the cuisine. We
have a reverence for classical methods
with a contemporary flourish.”
For a twist on tradition, French
onion soup, for instance, is made with
richly flavoured oxtail. So, rather than
just using ubiquitous white, the food is
imaginatively served in a rainbow of

Le Creuset vessels in blue, yellow,
green and purple interspersed with
white Oneida Saint Andrea plates.
“We put a lot of time and effort into
our tableware, and we aren’t colourspecific,” says Abbott. “Some days you
might get your meatballs in a yellow
Creuset bowl, another day in red
or blue.”
This varied approach extends to the
buffet: “Chef Ly did duck confit hash
with poached egg yesterday, then the
next day lemon ricotta pancakes,” says
Abbott. While he notes such a plating
scheme means operating costs are
expensive, he says it’s worth it, because people recognize the effort. Plus,
Le Creuset is fantastic for heat retention, which is advantageous when
dealing with languishing buffet fare.
Decorated in an offbeat spirit,
Yellow Door’s dining room itself is also
colourful. A full-size horse lamp and
rabbit lamps by Dutch design darling
Moooi preside over diners. Meanwhile, a quirky communal table sports
chunky legs and acrylic Moooi gothic
chairs in white, yellow and grey. Who
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Look to us for your
new look
When it comes to new hotel
openings and renovations,
at Sysco Guest Supply we’re
serious about helping you
define your new look. After all,
we’ve been doing it for over
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Guest Supply and you’ll be
looking good.

1-866-483-7822
www.guestsupply.ca

said restaurants had to have uniform
seating? Elsewhere, sofas are covered
in a sweater-style fabric. “Those are
always full,” Abbott enthuses. “After
the theatre, people sit with a
dessert, a nice nightcap, charcuterie
or fondue.”
HAMBAR RESTAURANT BAR,
HOTEL ST PAUL, OLD MONTREAL

At the chic Hambar Restaurant Bar,
which opened last April inside Hotel
St Paul in Old Montreal, hanging
hams are a design feature that cheekily reinforces the house specialty.
“The owner wanted cured meats as
part of the decor,” says Debbie
Kalisky, director of Retail Development at Montreal’s GHA Design, the
brainchild behind the eatery’s design.
“That’s why in the main entrance
you have that mobile of suspended
meats on butcher hooks, theatrically
lit in a glass showcase with staged
lighting,” she says. “If you remove
the meats, you can envision beautiful
mannequins in haute couture, be-

cause it doesn’t look like a showcase
for hanging meats; that’s the interesting dichotomy.”
After all, meat doesn’t always have
to look like it does in the deli. “Not
at all,” laughs Kalisky. “The environment is slick and chic and lively,” she
says of the stylish space ensconced in
walnut on the ceiling (a different
species of wood is on the floors, too)
while behind the bar, a wall of industrial-cool concrete is lined with
shelves that neatly bear spirits.
“There’s also a full-height wine cellar
at the back of the restaurant,” says
Kalisky, pointing out that the jars of
vegetables in marinades and two
glossy red Tamagnini meat slicers
“create something to talk about,” as
do the gorgeously plated boards of
charcuterie with splayed meats imported from France, Spain and Italy.
It’s no wonder Hambar is packed
most nights. It’s been generating buzz
through its good food and design,
which appeals to locals and hotel
guests. It’s something Philippe

HOTEL RESTAURANT

Design 101
Toronto-based Alex Arnott, the designer
behind the cool Rooster coffee shop
in Toronto’s Sun building, among other
commercial and residential spaces,
offers tips for turning a hotel restaurant
into a masterpiece.
Use repetition of patterns, shapes and
textures in positive and negative space.
It will be “read” as visually organized.
Consider vantage points and sight lines.
Use features, art and windows as focal points
to draw in viewers.
Add a few key comfort elements
so travellers feel at home.
While it is important to stay true to your
concept, don’t create a theme park.
Be resourceful. “Straight-off-the-shelf” goods
means the design could look generic.
Lean on tradition, in moderation.
You don’t need black-and-white photos
of Paris to get “French bistro;”
use marble tabletops.
Make sure the style complements the menu.

Lighting is critical; make sure it
helps guests look their best.

Want to be in the know?
If being up to date with the most important happenings
in the foodservice and hospitality industry is important
to you, then you should subscribe to Newsblast.

Produced weekly by the editors of Foodservice and

Hospitality and Hotelier magazine, Newsblast is

delivered electronically to your inbox every Wednesday
morning, 51 weeks of the year.
Don’t delay.
Subscribe now by going to
http://bit.ly/12G0hKj
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Poitras, owner and sommelier, has always understood. “The owner loves
design. He knew he wanted something beautiful, refined and edgy. He
was extremely hands-on in the
process,” says Kalisky. “It couldn’t
have been done as quickly as four
months without his ingenuity.” This
attention to detail extends right
down to the glassware, which is
branded with Hambar’s logo by the
owner. “It looks like a stylized pig
head,” says Kalisky.
BOSK, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, TORONTO

At Bosk restaurant, inside Toronto’s
new luxurious Shangri-La Hotel,
originality was a driving force behind
the unusual bull’s-horn water vessels.
Glass is also a standout in the
room’s central wine cellar. “We had
limited space,” explains Michelle
Biggar, project principal of Vancouver’s OMB. (McFarlane, Green, Biggar Architecture and Design began
the Bosk design; it was completed by
the Office of McFarlane, Biggar

Architects and Designers.) “So we
turned it into a functional, temperature-controlled wall. We’re not into
overly decorating or fluffy solutions.
Our designs are simple and incorporate a strong sense of materiality
and purpose.”
That’s what gives Bosk its refined
ambiance. Bereft of busy individual
pieces of art, the focus is on the materials. “We chose quality materials
that will have longevity,” says Biggar.
“Wood is often our first pick for so
many reasons — for its versatility
and because it’s strong, lightweight
and flexible. Wood also is a great sustainable choice, and it’s beautiful.”
Biggar explains how the team
solved the design problem of dividing
the lobby from Bosk without using a
physical separation. “[We did that]
predominantly with materials. Both
spaces share the same natural palette
of oak, white travertine and bronze
detailing but in differing proportions,” she says. “The lobby features
the stone on the floor and walls with

some wood elements while Bosk flips
[that around].”
And, to add interest to the walls,
since they aren’t conventionally
decorated with art, the designers paid
homage to the hotel’s history. “We
wanted to have some reference to
Shangri-La’s roots, while also respecting the time and place of the
project: being a new contemporary
building in Toronto,” she says. “We
looked at the tradition and detailing
of Asian screens and reinterpreted
them into a custom contemporary
language for the project.”
The tactile wood gives the restaurant warmth. “Bosk, which means
‘small wooded area’ is enveloped in a
family of oak wood panels and
screens used to define areas and
allow for flexibility in the dining
arrangements,” says Biggar. Even the
ceilings were given careful consideration, made from honeycombed wood
screens, too. The look is artful and
arresting — and, happily, nothing
like yesterday’s hotel restaurants. ◆
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OPERATIONS

THE SAFETY DANCE
A balance of well-trained staff and
properly implemented technology
are the keys to keeping guests secure
BY LINDSAY FORSEY

W

hen Michael Jorgensen
heard a loud noise on
the morning of April
15, he figured it was due to nearby
construction. The GM of The Westin Copley Place, located in downtown Boston, never could have fathomed what had occurred mere
metres from the hotel’s lobby entrance, at the Boston Marathon finish line. “Within minutes of hearing
what we learned was the second explosion, guests ran into the hotel saying there had been a bombing,” Jorgensen says. “When I looked outside
and saw fire, police and bomb squad
officers, I knew we had a serious
issue.” Less than an hour later, more
than 100 Federal Bureau of Investigation, Central Intelligence Agency,
hoteliermagazine.com

National Guard and other high-level
security officials descended upon The
Westin where they set up their joint
task-force command centre. The city
was locked down, people were understandably terrified.
“Being located so close to the
finish line, we were 100-per-cent full,
almost completely with people who
were here for the marathon,”
Jorgensen says. When a neighbouring hotel was shut down, The Westin
accommodated its displaced guests,
in addition to roughly 2,500 guests of
its own. In the chaos and uncertainty
that followed, Jorgensen and his staff
rallied to calm guests, assuring them
that great efforts were being made to
ensure their safety and security. “The
first thing we did was call all hands
JULY/AUGUST 2013 HOTELIER
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HACK ATTACK
While hotels rely on door locks to maintain secure spaces, some
of those locks may provide more peace of mind than others. Last
year, vulnerability in hotel door locks was discovered; it affected
more than four-million hotel rooms internationally. During a hacker
conference in July 2012, Cody Brocious, a software programmer,
demonstrated how to open certain locks using a relatively simple
and inexpensive method. The compromised key-card system
affects a number of locks made by Onity Security, a U.S. company
that supplies more than 200 hotel chains around the world. It’s
suspected that this hacking method was used in a series of hotel
robberies. But, not all hotel door locks are created equal. “This bypass method was targeted to and specifically designed for the
[Onity] system,” says Alistair Cush, director, Product Marketing for
Montreal-based security company Kaba Ilco Inc., continuing on to
explain how it differs from the product he offers. “[It’s] not applicable to Kaba’s Saflok or Ilco electronic lock systems due to fundamental differences in the Kaba methodologies for programming
and interrogation security and for key-card encryption security.”
Newer radio-frequency identification (RFID) key-card technology in
hotel door locks includes additional security features to prevent
hackers from using this particular method to gain access to rooms.

on deck,” Jorgensen says. “Our executive team pulled our staff together
and assigned tasks or directed them
to specific locations where they
could be available to answer guests’
questions, even though we didn’t
always know the answers.”
Having practised emergency drills
regularly, The Westin staff was as
prepared as it could be for such a disaster. Communication was critical in
maintaining order during the upheaval. “We have 800 rooms, and
when guests are up there with no information, panic starts to set in,” Jorgensen says. “The key is to over-communicate. Our mission was to always
be visible. As information came in,
we sent out a voicemail to all rooms
with details about the lockdown and
where police were at with the investigation,” he says. “It helped to provide a level of calm on a very sad and
excruciatingly confusing day.” Management also set up an emergency
concierge to help guests locate miss-
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ing friends and family as well as a
buffet where they served food all day,
cooking every morsel in the hotel.
“The world has changed, and
you’ve got to be heightened in your
ability to provide guest security,” Jorgensen says. “It’s not always going to
be a terrorist threat situation. It
could be a flood or a power outage,
but, whatever the case, you have to
be prepared.” He notes it’s not unusual for clients booking conventions
to request a meeting with the hotel’s
executives to discuss the security
measures in place. The Westin’s procedures involve everything from how
it identifies vendors and guests, to
handling luggage, overseeing elevator
access and staging real-time evacuations throughout the year. “We received tremendous accolades from
guests and law enforcement about
how we handled the situation,” Jorgensen says. “For me, it was embarrassing. We weren’t at the finish line
making tourniquets. We were just

doing our jobs.”
A terrorist attack, such as the
Boston Marathon bombings, is an example of an extreme circumstance
that can thrust hotel staff into emergency mode. But, it’s paramount that
staff understands the various safety
and security policies and procedures
for any number of situations that
might arise, from a minor safety blip,
to a high-security dilemma. “Safety
and security is our first and foremost
concern in a hotel, period,” says
Tony Pollard, president of the Ottawa-based Hotel Association of
Canada (HAC). “Often people ask
how many security staff a hotel has,
and the answer is that every staff
person is trained. Everyone is on the
lookout for anything unusual or
suspicious.” Routine tasks, such as
the way front-desk staff observe traffic in the lobby or how housekeeping
staff only ever clean one room at a
time, are all part of a hotel’s overall
security system.

Integrating security into hotel culture is an effective way to raise staff
awareness. “Having a security and IT
team that is truly involved in everyday operations, and not disconnected
from the hospitality environment, is
important,” says Anne Larcade, president and CEO of Huntsville, Ont.based Sequel Lifestyle Hotels and
Resorts. Sequel strives to create a
consistent, day-to-day atmosphere of
privacy and security for employees by
ensuring they have hands-on knowledge of equipment and that skilled,
accountable administrators regularly
examine plans, procedures and training. “We’ve zipped into the digital
age, but it’s important to also maintain an emphasis on simple, oldschool security,” she says, explaining
that, for example, a guest phone call
should be connected without giving
the caller the room number of the
guest in question.
Other security considerations,
Larcade notes, are the increasing

Kaba Ilco - 1.877.468.3555 - lodgingilco@kaba.com
Saflok - 1.877.272.3565 - lodgingsaflok@kaba.com
www.kabalodging.com

number of international guests and
potential language barriers as well as
catering to female business travellers,
who often express safety as a top
concern. While having appropriately
trained staff is a huge part of Sequel’s
security measures, technology plays a
big role in maintaining smooth
operations. “Security encompasses
much more than just the propertymanagement system,” she says. “It
applies to concierge applications,
restaurant sales and catering, and
having explicit policies with any
business partners who receive, store
and process confidential data.” In
addition to having observant team
members, the most important security devices for Sequel include cameras, virus-protection software, identification controls with third-party
service partners and protection of
cash and credit-card systems, as well
as room-key log reporting.
At Montreal-based Groupe Germain Hospitalité, guest comfort and

security relies on a balance of welltrained personnel and useful technological systems. “The most important
element of our business is helping our
guests feel at home at our properties,”
says Paul de la Durantaye, GM of
Hotel Le Germain Maple Leaf
Square and Hotel Le Germain
Toronto. “Making sure they are safe
contributes to their comfort and
overall sense of well-being while
travelling. At Hotel Le Germain
Maple Leaf Square, we leverage
digital video, secured key-card access
control for elevators as well as
security guards, when appropriate,
to ensure guest and staff safety.”
Groupe Germain guards itself
against potential hackers by
conducting regular system updates
and closely monitoring network
activities. It also has two distinct
networks, one for public use and
another for internal use, with no
physical link to one another. The
company prioritizes employee IT

training to proactively eliminate any
unintentional internal breaches. “Replacing older systems with new procedures and equipment is often the
biggest challenge from an IT point of
view,” says Charles Bureau, Groupe
Germain’s director of IT. “We have
found that involving our staff from
the beginning, and communicating
system benefits in the early stages,
improves adoption and implementation success rates.”
Mobility has added a new dimension to digital security as staff now
access information from a variety of
devices and locations. The focus on
employee training helps everyone
understand how to treat information
securely. “We need to ensure guest
safety while offering a seamless and
transparent guest experience in a relaxing environment,” de la Durantaye says. “The challenge lies in finding the balance between being
hospitable while acting on potential
dangers.” ◆

TECHNOLOGY

THE SKY’S
THE LIMIT
Hotel operators are
discovering the
leveraging power
of cloud computing
BY DENISE DEVEAU

ILLUSTRATION BY DENIS CARRIER

C

loud-based services have been a staple
at Winnipeg-based Lakeview Hospitality since 2005, and now the company is
moving onward and upward.
Its first foray into the clouds was through its
property management and central reservation services called RoomKey PMS, sourced from Vancouver’s RSI Group Inc. Since then, the hotel
has interfaced it with a veritable smorgasbord of
cloud services. “The big benefit is having a centralized database of our guest information,” says
Jeannette M. Clarke, manager of Operations,
Technical Support and Central Reservation Services, Lakeview Hospitality. “If anyone stays at
any of our hotels across the system, we can make
that reservation in 30 seconds. That’s a really big
bonus for us.”
Operating through cloud technology offers a
significant advantage when you’re managing
multiple properties and constantly growing,
and that’s because of the flexibility and scalability
of the service, says Clarke. In fact, the number
of properties that Lakeview manages has tripled
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STRONG
& FREE...

Unlocking Possibilities
As a small independent operator, Alan Creaser,
owner of the Brigantine Inn in Lunenburg, N.S.,

of high fees and
outrageous brand
standards

was ahead of his cohorts when he migrated to
a cloud-based reservation system eight years
ago. “At the time, there were 40 operators in
the area and none of them had this,” he says.
The whole idea was to find an inexpensive
service so his guests could go online to check
for availability and reserve rooms, he says.
“I happened to come across a Calgary-based

Founded on the
strong belief that one
size does not fit all,
Canadas Best Value Inn
and Lexington by Vantage
offer the most flexible,
customized brand
affiliation in the industry.

provider called WebRezPro who had just the
thing.” Almost immediately, 40 per cent of the
properties’ bookings and payment came
through the online service. “It’s ideal for our
type of operation, because it’s reasonable, and
I don’t have to get into buying and managing

• Top reservation/revenue performance

my own software. It even takes care of interfac-

• Reasonable brand standards

ing my inventory with booking.com,” Creaser
says. Monthly fees are about $60. “With eight

• Member-driven fees – the lowest
in the industry

rooms, I’m paying about $720 a year for a
service to manage my inventory and confirm

• Short-term agreements;
no liquidated damages

bookings. That’s a really small amount when
you consider the rooms generate $130,000 for

• Comprehensive resources of Vantage Hospitality Group
- the 8th largest hotel company worldwide!

the six months I’m open [from May to the end of
October]. For anyone selling rooms that’s a
no-brainer.” Neighbourhood properties have
recently caught on, he adds. “Now if I went and
looked, [the] majority [of hotels] use an online
booking provider.”

The most-affordable
midscale to upscale
brand affiliation

JoinCBVI.com
JoinLexington.com
888-316-2378

1,000 Hotels Worldwide

© 2013 Vantage Hospitality Group, Inc.

The fastest-growing
hotel brand in Canada

from eight to 24 since it launched the initial RoomKey
PMS.
With its 24th hotel opening this fall, Clarke believes
cloud-based solutions are more valuable than ever. The
manager welcomed the opportunity to work with a
young company that was willing to collaborate to address
the hotel company’s needs. “We were centralized before,
but we just didn’t have the same sort of flexibility, since
everyone had to have their own server on site, which
was hugely expensive,” she explains. “That meant I had
very limited access to each location’s system, so [I] still
had to perform regular night-audit procedures, inserting
tapes and doing backups.” Now, the cloud-based system
eliminates the extra administrative work, and no servers
are required except a main one at a secure remote location. “All each property needs is an up-to-date computer
that can handle the program,” she adds.
So, Clarke is interested in exploring additional cloud
hoteliermagazine.com

opportunities. Not only has the original program evolved to allow for an
increased number of reporting options, Lakeview continues to work
closely with the provider to interface
other cloud offerings that come its
way. These additions include subscription-based services for monitoring and reporting telecommunication
activity, in-room movie programs,

sales, catering and spa services. “The
sky’s the limit with what you can do,”
she says.
While Lakeview may be well-entrenched in cloud technology, adoption, for the most part, has been fairly slow within the industry, especially
for larger operations, says Christian
Szpilfogel, chief architect for Mitel
Networks in Kanata, Ont., and member of the Canadian Cloud Council,
a Calgary-based national association,
providing an educational forum for
Canada’s cloud-computing community. The good news is there’s a lot of
interest. “Hoteliers are familiar with
the benefits, which is why we’re seeing the major flags making inquiries
and putting out RFPs,” he says.
As cloud adoption grows, there is
no end of possibilities, from property
management, reservations and customer-relationship management to
telecommunications, storage, security
and messaging. “All of those can easily be moved to the cloud, economi-

cally. Yet, very few [large] hotels have
gone to public cloud solution sets,”
said Szpilfogel.
The security issues associated with
cloud technology have been addressed, so Szpilfogel suspects there
could be another reason for slow
adaption of the service in the hospitality industry. He explains: “One of
the things that happens with cloud
[technology] is that you’re shifting a
capital expense to an operating
expense. Certain accounting practices may create a bit of an impediment to adoption, and they’re still
trying to figure out how to deal with
that.” This holds especially true for
larger brands or publicly held companies. “Independents are moving a
bit quicker, as well as smaller franchises,” Szpilfogel says.
But, there are many drivers for
cloud adoption. For one, cloud-based
services typically run on a subscription basis, which ensures predictable
costs. Since services are managed by

High-performance guest WiFi.
Managed in the cloud.

Liveport delivers the WiFi experience your
guests expect at a price you won’t believe.
Fast, 100% coverage in every room. Guaranteed.
Free network hardware usage and professional install.1
24/7 live toll-free guest support, network monitoring and
advanced cloud management.
Stay current with lifetime replacements and upgrades.
One low, all-inclusive price: just $2.99/room/month.2
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the provider, there are no infrastructure investment requirements or maintenance charges. As web-based services, they also expand self-service capabilities, saving
administrative time and overall costs.
The 276-room Brookstreet luxury hotel in Ottawa, for
example, is one of the more nimble independents.
According to Shari-Lynn Lawson, head of Conference
Services and Events, Brookstreet has dipped its toes in
the water with a unique set of self-service capabilities for
on-site conference managers. The technology
enhancement happened serendipitously, as Benbria, the
provider of the mobile customer engagement service
called Loop is located down the street.
Loop is a hosted service easily accessed via smartphones, tablets or laptops. When a conference client
arrives at the hotel, they are given a dedicated URL that
allows them to retrieve emails, set up calls and instantly
communicate with hotel staff with regard to any concerns that may arise during an event, from catering
changes to climate control in meeting rooms. “I’m the
first to admit that I was hesitant at first over removing
the face-to-face element,” Lawson says. “But now I’ve realized it really improves our efficiency, since clients don’t
need to leave a meeting room to communicate with staff.
It’s all live, and they get a quick response.”
In the past, if there was a problem, managers would

have to leave the meeting room to locate banquet staff,
who in turn had to call maintenance, a process that could
take 10 to 15 minutes. “With Loop, they can go straight
to dispatch to communicate any changes they want to
make without having to interrupt a meeting,” she says.
Having worked with the service for six months,
Lawson says it’s in use for four to five events a week. Services are based on a fixed monthly rate.
The ability to track activity is a major advantage. It
eliminates the possibility of last-minute changes to
details such as conference food quantities and invoicing
extras. Nothing is allowed to fall between the cracks.
And, when it comes to concerns about losing face-to-face
contact, it’s a non-issue. In fact, it’s much better, since
staff can interact with clients on a more social level
rather than a confrontational one. “It takes that stress
and tension out of things, and it’s wowed our clients. Ultimately, we’re better equipped for success, because everything is right there for them.”
For Lakeview’s Clarke, the beauty of managing
operations through the cloud is that she can access information from any location. “If I get a call about a tech
issue, I can be sitting at home in my pajamas, jump onto
the system to see what’s going on and make adjustments
or point [my team] to the right report. I don’t
understand why more hotels haven’t done it yet.” ◆
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Ron Pellerine
Eaton Chelsea Toronto,
Toronto
BY ROSANNA CAIRA

s GM of the country’s largest
hotel, Ron Pellerine is used
to daily challenges. So, when
the announcement came down the
pipeline a few months ago that, after
38 years as a Delta Chelsea Inn, the
1,590-room downtown Toronto landmark was changing management
hands, and becoming the Eaton
Chelsea Toronto, it didn’t faze the
36-year-old hotelier. “The hotel’s
uniqueness relates to the fact it’s constantly evolving and ever-changing,”
he says. “Each day is a new challenge,
but it’s always interesting.”
Meanwhile, Pellerine’s path to mastering hotel
management has also been quite interesting. “My
career began as a chef, and I never thought I’d be a
general manager,” he says. With no formal hotel management training, Pellerine learned the tenets of
hospitality through experience. “I grew up in the
business,” he states, recalling his first job as dishwasher at [Ontario’s] Elmhirst Resort. “I enjoyed the
opportunity to meet and interact with guests from all
parts of the world, but I did have a love for food.”
With a passion for hospitality, and a hunger to
learn, Pellerine eventually went
QUICK QUIPS:
back to school, attending Ryerson
Born: Peterborough, Ont.
and Cornell and landing at the
Personal Status: Married
Chelsea two years ago. Running
with two boys.
Philosophy: Be firm, fair with
Canada’s largest hotel, and overflair, and have a little fun.
seeing a complement of 800 employees, may seem daunting, but
it’s not Pellerine’s biggest challenge. “[The
challenge is] exceeding guest expectations, especially
since we deal with a diverse clientele, including
leisure, business, travel trade and airline crews,”
he explains. “We are truly the hotel for everyone,
whether it’s family, couples, business travellers,
tour groups.”
Now, with a new name on the marquee, further
changes are expected over the next few months as the
owners (Langham Hospitality Group) and the hotel
execs work to re-brand the hotel. Renovations are
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being phased in, with changes set to be made to the
guestrooms, ballroom and the façade. The popular
water slide will remain. “The meeting and banquet
space will be completed by the end of summer, the
balcony refurbishment will start in October, and
guestrooms begin in December,” explains Pellerine.
“The Eaton brand aims to provide a stylish, modern
level of comfort and design with can-do service and
sustainable living. It’s all about balanced living and
delivering ‘Everything You Need’ at exceptional
value: comfort, convenience and connection.”
And, in these days of eco-consciousness, the brand
is firmly committed to greening — “sustainable living
through eco-friendly hospitality solutions to limit our
footprint on the environment,” says Pellerine. Among
the green initiatives planned for the future are a “Vertical Garden,” which will be incorporated into the design of at least one key public area to help create a
soothing environment for today’s busy travellers;
there are also plans to adopt a “paperless” policy.”
But the changes aren’t limited to renovations and
eco-friendly evolutions. The exec team is in the
throes of making enhancements to its e-marketing
campaigns, implementing new revenue-management
software ideas, hiring a quality manager and improving its accessibility. Ultimately, despite the myriad
changes and the rebranding efforts, Pellerine says success is driven by “making solid connections with
guests and employees to build great memories. [It’s all
about] attention to details with follow-up.” ◆
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